KILLS MOTHS

MOTHINE

decorator

Every Closet Needs One!

decorator

MOTHINE

KILLS MOTHS
KILLS MOTHS
eggs • larvae
carpet beetles
spiders • silverfish

So slim...your clothes
don't know it's there!

stainless!
deodorizes!
leaves no clinging odor!

refillable!

attractive hanger
available in
pink, white or turquoise

SEE REVERSE SIDE FOR DIRECTIONS

GALRITE PRODUCTS CO. INC. • NEW YORK, N.Y.
HOW TO USE

1. Place plastic container in upper portion of closet and hang in back.

2. Place cloth and pillows in plastic container and replace cap."Close lid long and tightly closed for about a week."

DIRECTIONS

Before storing, closet should be clean and airy.

Convenient hook locks can be pushed back into closet when not in use.

Inside of Back.